OHIO SECTION HOLDS SUCCESSFUL ONE DAY MEETING
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mation. And for persons who did not
purchase any materials in the last
nine months of 1942, it is possible
to write a letter to W.P.B. explaining the case and the fact that such
materials are needed now.
Mr. Nelson's remarks and answers
were so well appreciated that a resolution of thanks was voted him.
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u' 'ty in Conjunction with

the Office
o War Utilities Preference
Order
lI'." Although speaking officially,
Mr. Nelson said he could not be
quoteddirectly. Addenda are being
issuedto Order V-1 and the whole
orderis in the process of revision,
but this reporter believes that cerVater
rer-, O. ' tain ideas gleaned from Mr. Nelson's
nmer)
comments should receive some comhy "" ment.
md rr
Whereas under M.R.O. capital exof MI.
penditures are limited to $1500 unrriflea.
derground and $500 above ground,
~innati
there is no restriction on purchase
ee . ~ of materials from other utilities
through theemutual aid plan. There
P'" is no limit on amounts to be spent
nitte:
on individual jobs so long as the
total amount spent in any quarter is
,T~ within the limit for that period.
'J.t
Victory gardens can be serviced to
the extent of 5000 sq. ft. with certain restrictions and limitations. At
m6. the present time there is nothing
definite on the question of accepting
valves and hydrants from another
utility when the size and style are
not
those in use at the buyer's plant.
Jff.
Efforts are being made to have the
Chairman of the Inventory Control
Section allow the purchase of one's
own type of equipment if it can not
be obtained from another utility.
Copper pipe can not be used for
anything but repair. If one wishes
information on the priority status of
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~~rtain
materials
or equipment, he
"'bould
contact the manufacturer
of
'tloat equipmeent for the latest infor-

The meeting was opened in the
morning by Chairman E. E. Smith
of Lima, with the appointment of
committees and the introduction of
the first speaker, O. C. Kalbfleisch,
Supt. of Water in Mansfield,
Mr. Kalbfleisch spoke briefiy on the
"General Improvements
to Mansfield's Water Works"; of the history
of the water supply; of how the reservoirs were constructed 20 years
ago when the well supply had dwindled in capacity from 3.5 m.g.d. to
50,000 g.p.d. The speaker also told
about the decrease in pump capacity
from 3.6 m.g.d, to 2.6 m.g.d, due to
leaking rings. When these were re-
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paired the volume was restored,
whereas cleaning of the wells had
had no effect on total flow. Bleeding
of dead ends in the winter has markedly reduced the cost of repairs to
frozen lines. Other improvements
and repairs reduced the cost of operation from $104 per m.g. to approximately $20 per m.g. In reply
to a question Mr. Kalbfleisch stated
that although the population of the
city was 38,000, the actual population served was 45,'000, with an average pumpage of 4.5 m.g.d. Ten
pounds of chlorine and 2-3 pounds
of ammonia are used daily .
. "Plant
Expansion
Problems of
Shelby" were described by J. P. Adkins, Manager of Public Utilities.
The Shelby water supply was instituted in 1897 when the 12·or 15 cisterns were supplanted by wells and
a distribution system of 10 miles of
pipe with 100 fire hydrants. A new
franchise was granted the company
in 1917, at which time iron removal,
a settling basin, and filters were
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installed. Two wells, 15 and 36 ft.
in diameter and' 38 ft. deep, depend
on a water table supplied by a
drainage area of only twenty square
miles.
In 1934 the city bought the plant
and three years later installed a
softening plant which reduces the
hardness
from 39 grains to 7-9
grains and removes the 8 parts per
million of iron which acts as a coagulant.
At the same time other
improvements were made including
main cleaning, elimination
of all
dead ends, and erection of a standpipe and elevated tank. Cost of
treatment is approximately $60 per
million gallons, but treatment has
eliminated
many operating
problems and reduced the repair of
meters. With a pumpage of 1,250,000 gallons per day the wells are
going dry and plans are under way
for the utilization
of a surface
supply.
In typical Ira Hoover style, Ira
Hoover told about "Water Works
Experiences at Montpelier." "Montpelier," said Hoover, "is a town of
3800, the location of which can not
possibly be known to anyone but
consulting engineers, and salesmen
who have the best lines of curb
cocks, chlorine, paint, and miscel-
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laneous paper products."
It was
here in 1940 that water softening
was installed after nineteen years
of talk. Prior to water softening,"
chlorination had been placed in operation at the request of the DeWA~R: WORKS &
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